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Special End of the Year Issue

New Editor
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ee Pg. 4

THE WOOSTER VOICJ

VOLUME CI

by SARAH KOTCHEN
One of the more colorful personalities at WCWS radio station is
the weatherman Eric Wertz. For
the past two years. Wertz has given
weather reports for WCWS. He announces the weather forecast at
, noon and at 5:00 p.m. Monday
Through Friday. Wertz writes his
own forecasts based on information
provided by a teletype machine at
the station, a weather radio, and his
own special radio in his dorm room.
Satellite reports give nationwide
forecasts, and radar reports basically cover the Ohio area. Wertz's noon
report lasts three minutes and his
evening report lasts close to five.
His forecasts basically cover northeast inland Ohio.
Forecasting weather is not new to
Wertz. "In high school. I would keep
up on weather forecasts and
classmates would always ask me
what the weather was going to be
like. Each year, with experience. I

get better at forecasting."
Wertz has been keeping weather
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Wooster's Wertz
And His Weather-Watchin- g
records which include temperature,
pressure, and windspeed each day of
the week since 1978. At his home in
Kent, Ohio, Wertz has a computerized system with a memory bank that
stores wind velocity. Another piece
of equipment records barometric
pressure, and a recording ther-

mometer records the temperature.
Recently, Wertz has gotten into
recording rainfall and snowfall. In
the event of a severe storm. Wertz
will issue a warning on the air if people within listening range are affected.
Wertz is a member of an organization called Skywarn in Kent. This is
a group of people who have an
understanding of severe weather.
They report unusual and potentially
dangerous weather to the weather
The station is
service station.
sometimes unable to pick up these
storms on radar until somebody
reports them.
Wertz tabulates the statistics that
he records and sends them to the
"American Weather Observer," a
national newspaper, on a monthly

WertzV
Weather
See Pg.12

Grads Face Drug Tests
DETROIT. MI (CPS)

Students

entering the job market this spring
are increasingly likely to face a
new hurdle: drug tests.
Companies that for the past few
years have tested their employees
for drug use are now making
who apply for jobs take the
same tests, campus job centers
around the country report.
"It's just starting to surface, in
part because more firms seem to
be willing to admit they do it,"
says Robert Riegle, assistant director of placement services at Wayne
State University and author of a
recent article on the subject.
Riegle learned of the practice
last summer, when a student received a letter from an employer
notifying him that a job offer was
being withdrawn.
"The letter didn't say why, but in
person they told him they detected
marijuana through the use of urinalysis," Riegle says.
Riegle says the tests can detect
marijuana use up to three weeks
after consumption.
, Moreover, he says companies
don't always tell students they're
taking drug tests.
Representatives of firms contact

stu-det- ns

"

basis. He submits the highest and
lowest monthly temperatures, the
average temperature for the month,
and the total rainfall and snowfall to
the paper. This is a volunteer effort
and Wertz is listed with other
observers in the paper. The purpose
of the paper is to further the
knowledge of weather information.
Wertz has also had two articles
published in the "American Weather
Observer" pertaining to research he
Continued on Page 8
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purpose.
They say positive results do not
automaticlaly disqualify job appli-

cants.
"Keeping the workplace safe is
an increasing concern," explains
Robert McKee. Atlantic Richfield
Company health department direc-- .
tor, "particularly given that the
use of drugs is becoming so prevalent."
ARCO. based in Los Angeles,
plans to begin giving drug test s U..
applicants later this month, hf
says.
McKee acknowledges the test de
tects marijuana up to 21 days after
use, jeopardizing someone who can
smoke the' drug on a weekend, for
example, without hurting Monday's
performance because th drug's psychoactive effects have worn off
long before.
That is why ARCO officials are
being told to use the test only as a
guideline, he says.
ARCO adopted the test policy in

part because it operates several
facilities that use hazardous materials.
Continued on Page S
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Kauke Hall, a final look at the central classroom building on the college campus for graduating seniors.
'
Photo by William TownsendPhoto Editor
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Each year the Editor of the Wooster Voiceyou
write a final note ... a summation if
will, of the year and all its events. Some editors
reflection and
have used this space as a time for
to
offer advice. I
a
as
time
it
still others have used
a
both.
of
to
hope offer little
.
Change is in we wmu ... me uyuwiai scuow
the cynic feels it
aad speaks of greater things .. Yet,
while the two
and talks of impending doom.
.. change is
agree
both
offer different visions, they
ackpH tn

in the wind.

..
, '85 A,their. lives
of totr

Hunt nf the
the
rr
years
will be epitomized by change
next
few
in the
t
rlass

erra

careers, new responswmiy anu even iuauia&c
will aiier weir uvea u ic vuauij . a. itJt
fn the end. continually
growing, successful, mature group of mdividuals,
wno act moraiiy anu auiveiui juau,c.
r ear not we wmas oi cnange m aa iuuu
you are directed oy wem you aiso can conirui
eiTRichard Bach, noted author of Jonathan
Livingston Seagull, Illusions, and The Bridge
Across Forever writes, "You are never given a
wish without also oemg given we power to maze
romantic iaea.
it true. " While a seemingly overly
its Doints are clear: first, cnange can oe a
significantly positive experience that you can
ultimately control. Ana secona, u you are capauie
of creating a new idea, then you must be equally
able to pursue it.
For those of you who have already completed
either your junior or senior I.S. project, some of
this advice nas aireaay Deen reauzeu. ouu uwera
can relate equally as wen inrougn previuua
experiences.
,
.
w.nnntrh vnth the advice
for now at least.
Perhaps a better track to follow js to take a look
at what we college 01 wooster nas given an 01 ua
this past year. Aside from the usual headaches,
sleeplessness, and yes, even nausea, Wooster has
COniriDUieu to Oltr gruwiu txa muiv iuuaj, wua
awareness as ma turine adults, and has developed a
sense of collective conscience among us all, most
evident m recent growmg suppon ior campus
movements.
Just when apathy seem to be theyourule, ittohas
are be
slowly become the exception. All of
commenaea tor your participation, no matter now
education is
SThe key to a successful college
not always 'found in the class work a college
offers. Rather, it often resides in the debates and
discussions between friends over lunch or dinner.
The ideas passed between friends or strangers
this is where true education can be found and
Wooster, for all the jokes we tend to tell about her,
offers each of us this opportunity.
The greatest single attribute the college has w
faculty,
staff and administration is its acceptits
ance of new ideas and its open encouragement of
student expression. The latest example of this
fresh attitude sits on the lawn across from Lowry
Center where students have camped over a week
in protest against the College's financial holdings
in South Africa. At no time were these students
asked to leave.
To attempt to articulate any further my
feelings for this year at Wooster would be futile,
for what lies in the heart cannot always be spoken
or written.
. .
. .
,
r nffer vnn this nut of mv own hindsiehtx on my
past four years at the College. Take advantage of
Wnat you nave,paru.Kiuai.c txa iuu,u aa juu ,au ui
deciding where the wmds of change might direct
you, and seek new relationships continually.
Jeffrey W. Priest
.
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Betas Seek Divestment
Dear Editor,
We, the members of Beta Kappa
Phi, request that the College of
Wooster divest all of its invest- ments in companies with holdings
in South Africa. We believe that
these investments ultimately sup- port South Africa's policy of
apartheid. We also believe that
these investments conflict with the
Scot's Key and the general philoso- phy of a liberal arts institution.
1. Stephen T. Ferguson
2. Victor Michael Frank
3. Barry Eisenberg
4. Andrew Kurtz
5. Jeff Ulmer
6. John B. Fanselow '
7. Thomas Glovier

Roscoe Possidente
David C. Brandt
13. Alexander L. Harmon

Apology

11.
12.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

Gilberto A. Vargas

Vance Russell
Steve M. Allen
Doug White
David Dean
Adam J. Boettiger
Douglas Dantzer
Jason Rouse
David E. Carey
Patrick John Schmitz
Mark G. Bevan
Jeffery W. Bacon

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26. John A. Heiman
27. Andrew William Tveekrem
28. Kenneth A. Godlewski
29. Andrew M. Klee

David C. Arpee
Marc S. Goss
10. Chuck Ryan
8.
9.

30.

HENRY LUCE. RICHARD
To:
YAO. and the COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER COMMUNITY:
In the April 19, 1985, issue of the
VOICE there is an error in Kicnara
Yao's article. "Career Talk." The
word "assassins" should read "ad
missions." This error was inten-- i
tionallv left in to relieve the
oressures of a long night of
newspaper layout work. As news
editor for the VOICE, I accept full
responsibility for this poor joke ajfifl
can assure you that it will never hap-- l
pen again.

Jon Barclay

Peter Constantine

if
people keep
telling you to
quit smoking

Appreciation Extended

cigarettes
don't listen ...
they're
probably trying to
trick you
into

DEAR EDITOR
On behalf of Wooster's Alumni
Board, I want to express our appreciation to all members of the
Senior Class who participated in
Senior Challenge '85 with a contribution to The Wooster Fund. To date,
some 235 seniors (65 percent) of the
class have participated in the Fund,
putting '85's "Class Act" well out in
front of the Class of '75 (with 30 percent participation) in the Challenge
competition. (If you are a senior
who did not yet take part in Senior
Challenge '85, you still have time to

participate before the Challenge's
final deadline of May 13 and help
raise '85's percentage figure even
higher.)
The support of the senior class is
important not only for the tangible

boost it provides to The Wooster
Fund (more than 8600 has been raised thus far), but also as an affirmation of your belief in the value of a
Wooster education. As you may
recall. The Wooster Fund is the corg
ef
nerstone for other
forts at the College. It is a fact that a
strong annual fund, with a high
percentage of participation, con-

living

'

.
1

fund-raisin-

tributes to additional private
port from foundations, corporations
and other sources.
Thank you again for taking an active, enthusiastic part in the 1985
Senior Challenge. It is a pleasure to
welcome you into the College's

AMERICAN

22,000-memb-

er

Alumni Association.

CAROL DRUMMOND

IJ
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sup-

USPS

during the acaPublished
demic year except during vacations and
examination periods by the students of
The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
The Wooster Voice welcomes all typed
and signed letters to the editor from
students, faculty, administrators, sub
scribers and members of the greater
Wooster community. All correspondence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
The ColVoice. Post Office Box
lege of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 446l.The
deadline for all letters and stories is
Tuesday at t p.m. The current
. subscripMl
1
I
AA
11
uun price
is tu.w per jrcar iui uih
class delivery.
First class nostiee naid at Wooster.
Ohio. Postmaster: Send address changes
To The Wooster Voice, Post Office Box
The Cohen of Wooster. Wooster.
Ohio. 44691 (attn: Scot Clydesdales
Back issues are available rrom ine
Wooater Voice office.
bi-mont- hly

C-31- 87,

Sandford Article

Mysterious?

,u

C-31- 87.

hear the piece, that he acutually
did!! -- Too bad his mind couldn't
Was I imagining things or was I in- conjure up a better symphony
deed sitting directly behind the though- -I mean he did say that the
music critic, Donald Sandford the piece "seemed to be lacking
night of the mysterious Wooster something in its performance."
Symphony concert that took place on Well, Donald Sandord, your ARTIApril 13th? Do you know why this CLE was also lacking somthing, too- concert was so mysterious? Well, LITERACY.
Suggestion: I realize that it is un
I'll tell you why: One of the pieces
reviewed by Mr. Sandford (i.e. the fair to blame Donald Sandford com-- l
Telemann Concerto in G major for pletely for the article that appeared
Viola and Orchestra) was not even in the April 19 issue of the VOICE,
played!!! That's right. However, but it seems ridiculous to have so--J
Sandford has such incredibly attun- meone who obviously knows very lit-- j
ed ears that he heard the piece tie about music, review a concert!
anyway!! While the rest of us sat when we have several music
and listened to the first movement of students who would be more than
the Mozart Symphony, Sandford was happy to write an article for the
listening to the Telemann!!! He VOICE covering the musical events
must have been so determined to on campus.
DEANNAPEDEN
DEAR EDITOR,

--

Jeff Priest,

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Lis Heffelfinger. Business Manager
Ida Williams, Sports Editor
Jon Barclay, News Editor
Mary Cox, Features Editor
Bill Townsend, Photo Editor
Scot Clydesdale, Circulation Manager
Sum one Ecli, Layout Editor
Jeff Braokahire, Investigative
Staff members: Mark Beaver. Debbie
Celinski. Debbie Shepherd, Carol Anderson, Patricia Bauerle, Amy Weisberger.
Ruby Fanning, Anneli Ericsson, Stefene
Dunns, &atnieen &mytne, auianne
Spoor. Leslie Tennyson. Diglio SimonL
Asim Yarkhan, Alison Hoffa. Kathr
Toth, Sarah Masters, Mamie Sofield.
Mary Douglas, Sharon Kaufman, Liz
Moran. Richard Crouse. Janet Mccrack
en. Laura VanDale. John Murphy. Dan
Roxmiarek, Liz Heffelfinger, Dara Beft-- J

taut

j

Columnists: Ian Fried, Randy Mct
Cleary, David Baronov, Eric Wertx, Lid
Moran, Brooks Frouty, btuart banora
Tom Zeta.
Art Department: Tom Shearer, Bryan
Giuooly.
Special to Voice: Dan Rozmiarek,
Office Manager: Daphne Planck.
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Students Demonstrate

View From The Edge
BY IAN M. FRIED

When President Reagan's aides
first announced his trin tn Woct
PSmnany, many people asked if he
: would oe touring a concentration
jcamp while there. The response
iwas that since the President want-le- d
to emphasize the alliance of
West Germany with the United
: States during the forty years
since
ithe end of World War II, he felt
Uhat it was not appropriate tc visit
jjthe camp. This response was accepted by the American public,
: until
it was announced that the
"President would lay a wreath in a
'soldiers cemetery in Bitburg, West

Germany.

Although there was some outcry

; against the visit at first, when it
?

:
:

l
'

.

was discovered that 47 of Hitler's
SS were also buried at the ceme-- i
tery, there was outrage expressed
feom all over the country. The
more mat Keagan said to justify
his visit, the more confusion he
created. Instead of cancelling the
cemetery visit, Keagan added a
concentration camp to his itinerary, a move which was now seen as
a pandering political move instead
of something he wanted to do on his
own.

It has taken awhile, but the Great
Communicator is finally drowning
in symbolism, something in which
ms administration normally excels.
The Bitburg visit is typical of this
administration's lack of understanding people, while trying to
make the President look good for
the evening news.

The President should not visit the
Bitburg military cemetery. If the
soldiers buried in that cemetery
had fought valiantly enough to win
the war, there would not be the
freedom in the world which exists
today. Moreover, many races and
religions would not exist today To
go to the cemetery as a symbolic
measure of the reconciliation between the two countries is an insult
to every person who fought in or
was affected by the war.
The fact that there are members
of Hitler's SS police in the cemetery only deepens the wound. The
people in those graves do not represent Germans living in West Germany now, and thus should not be
in a cemetery ceremony recognizing the alliance with today's West
Germany. If there ever is a ceremony at such a cemetery, it should
be about remembering the horrors
of World War II, and the speakers
should be its victims.
If Reagan wants to celebrate the
alliance between the U.S. and West
Germany since 1945, he should go
toanindustrial plant or a village
which the U.S. helped fund and
build after the war. The celebration
should be in the fact that after the
war the victors did not destroy the

BOULDER, CO. (CPS)-F- or
retired
University of Colorado religious
studies professor Dons Havice, the
Central Intelligence Agency has
crossed a line in Central America
with a rash of what she calls
illegal" and "vicious" activities.
So on April 9, Havice crossed a line
of her own: a police line to protect
CIA recruiters on the CU campus.
She thereby became the first of 314
anti-CIdemonstrators to be
during the first two days of the
protest when they tried to make
citizens arrests of the recruiters.
"I'm very concerned that the
university has gotten itself into this
kind of stupidity," Havice said.
"This is gong to screw up my
week, and maybe my whole
semester's grades," said CU
freshman Richard Froelich, the first
student to be arrested. "But I'm
prepared to do it."
The CU protest was weu- orchestrated. CU officials and the
demonstrators had agreed the
previous day on the procedures.

ternational law by an ad hoc group
of protesters.
Six Yale students were
charged with criminal trespass and
disorderly conduct last month after
crashing a CIA recruitment session.

At the University of
Iowa, protestors dressed in trench
jackets and wielding phony machine
d
guns dragged a replica of
body through campus to the
blood-soake-

career placement services center
when the CIA visited in November.
At Tufts, university administrators decided in October
temporarily to ban CIA visits after
19 students prevented an agency
recruiter from meeting with
students. Tufts lifted the ban shortly
after thereafter, pending a review of
the school's recruiting policies.
Other anti-CIprotests took place
at the universities of Minnesota,
Michigan and Pennsylvania, and at
Northwestern, among others.
The protestors invariable focus on
CIA activities in Central America,
primarily its three-yea- r
support of
Both CIA and cu officials said tne Nicaraguan rebels trying to overdemonstration had no effect on their throw the ruling Sandinista government.
operations.
The Reagan adminsitration acNevertheless, the event marked
cuses the Sandinistas of exporting
the largest in a string of anti-CIrevolution to other
demonstrations on campuses this Marxist-inspire- d
Central American countries.
academic year.
Although a reliable count is
"People are more aware of the
CIA because of their funding the
CIA
unavailable,
officials
rebuilt
rather
but
captured lands,
acknowledge a substatial jump this (Nicaraguan) contras, their mining
n.f
iat thm stav free, a year
in the number of campuses of harbors and other acts of
will
Cemetery
ceremony at Bitburg
where their recruiting sparked pro- sabotage against sovereign naceremony.
a
not be such
tions," says Oregon grad David Hertests:
At Brown University,; man, who participated in the mock
students forced cancellation of a CIA CIA trial in Eugene.
CIA recruiters, while refusing
recruiting session in November.
At the University of comment on the agency's Central
Oregon, CIA recruiters cancelled. a Americas ventures, say the
planned February visit for lack of criticisms reflect a misunderstanding of what the federal agency
student interest, only to be
in absentia of violating in- - does.
ar-res- td

A

A

A
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"con-victe-

d"
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Indolent Abroad P
BY WARREN HEDGES

blew up and most everybody died,
except the oldest son Quintus, who
lighted out across the empire. Then
things really did pick up: drunken
soldiers and vestal virgins were
mind you. Oh no. He was an old nothing compared to what was to
puritaniz'n cuss with a complexion come. Old Quintus slept, bought,
the color of mustard and a nose the and fought with everything from
size of Montana. I remember how Druids in Britain to gators in
he used to perch vp on his chair Egypt.
and stare down over his nose and
Of course there was bound to be
through his glasses like a greedy trouble. My friends and I enjoyed
myopic vulture. And I'd be up in Latin so much that we started
front of class reciting and conjugal speaking up for the Romans in
ing about Hadrian and Trajen and Bible study and saying how much
Gaul and I don't know what all. I more exciting they were than all
"xudon't like to think about it
these saints who couldn't seem to
Well by and by the old bat up and do anything but talk and get them
died, and a new teacher blew into selves martyred. When one new
town like some knight in a Walt girl asked if the mother Mary was
Disney serial. He took to playing a vestal virgin that was pretty near
ball with the boys, and winking at the end of it. The new Latin teacher
girls, and was all full of "the new and the new teaching methods
methods." As far as my mates and didn't last much longer after that
I were concerned, the new meth- But the spark was lighted: There
ods" were the best thing to hit town was a larger world than Springfield
movies. We went Missouri and the kingdom of David.
since drive-i- n
from reciting and conjugating to and some of us knew it
translating fancy comic books
So when I finally did get to Rome
about some Roman Brady Bunch. all these years later, the thought
Except of course the head of this that they'd gone and turned the
outfit was named "Caecilius," and Pantheon into a church depressed
he shacked up in Pompeii in stories me something considerable. Here
complete with a house, spouse, where Hadrian had held court,
cook and family pet.
surrounded by soldiers, scholars
And what stories! Slaves pretend- and concubines
when I tried to
ing they were citizens, drunken imagine some old musty priest
soldiers, vestal virgins, crucifi- swinging around mcense and chant
gladiators, thieves and fifty ing compared to that, I got so
xions,
'
foot eunuchs jumped, fought and bummed I just wanted to cry. But I
mated their way across those pages was wrong. When I did see the
as if the apocalypse was just place, I saw that nothing could
around the corner. Half way suppress the spirit of that Roman
through the course Mt. Vesuvius architecture.

Perhaps my sole salvation as a
youngster in a town crammed with
missionaries was the new Latinl
teacher. Not the old Latin teacher,

.

The outside of the Pantheon has
the appearance of an ailing brick
garbage can. Nothing could be
more misleading. After passing
through a porch which was repeatedly vandalized by the popes, the
effect upon entering the rotunda is

BY BROOKS SHXIMAN PROUTY
Ronald Reagan has bungled. This
month he intends to travel to Ger-

many to commemorate the fortieth
Day with Geranniversary of
man Chancellor Helmut Kohl. The
trip has aroused considerable critito Protestants,
like walking off a cliff. Space cism from toJews
Republicans, and libbounds above you like an aerial Democrats
For, the
dogfight while you spin helplessly erals to conservatives.
to
scheduled
is
President
beneath. It is an astounding build- German military cemetery,visitBit-a
ing that demands attention. It was burg,
2,000 regular Nazis lie
at least half an hour before I buriedwhere
along
with 47 Waffen SS
became aware of the chanting troops.
priests.
The Pantheon is a perfect dome
Unfortunately. President Reagan
topped by an open-ai- r
skylight that
is thirty feet across. Dust motes has indeed created quite a mess for
The bone of contention
spiral down lazily in the golden himself.
concerns
the SS troops. The SS
shaft of sunlight it creates on a were Hitler's
force who were
Roman afternoon. I could imagine most culpable elite
Nazi war crimes
the emperor Hadrian holding court In going forth,formany
like
there, as the history books tell us Gideon Hausner who objects
prosecuted
he did, surrounded by the glint of Adolph Eichmann, say the planned
bronze armor and white linen in the
to tne cemetery will re a
warm, diffused light while scribes visit
Adolph Hitler from
"victory
sat at his feet, recording his every beyond thefor
grave
and a desecration
word.
memory of all Jewish vicThe feeling of centeredness is of the
tims." American Jewish leaders
remarakble. The perfectly round like
Ellie Wiesel and Hyman Bookfloor with tile laid out in patterns
binder have implored Reagan to
like a Roman city mirrors the change
the Bitburg visit instead to
perfectly spherical heaven above it. some other
monument oi tne war,
One feels that here, if anywhere, is
troops.
an appropriate place for the axis of free of SS
the world to be shot through.
Such a change, though welcome,
Priests and incense were transient seems
to be an impossibility for a
compared to the dignity of this number
of reasons. On the one
place, and the statues of martyrs hand,
is Reagan's teflon imthere
mere distractions, a passing thing.
I left with a feeling of silence and age to protect. If the president
peace that I had not felt for some backs down on his former decision,
the possibility that his
time, strangely humbled and some- there exists
image as a man of courageous
how strangely magnified.
V-- E

"We've been investigated by
everyone you can name, including
Good Housekeeping, which gave us
their seal of approval," Tom White,
director of CIA recruiting in the
Rocky Mountain region, told a CU
audience last week.
White says the CU protests helped
generate publicity for the agency's
recruiting visit.
"The CIA is the best advertised
recruiter we ever had," says Gordon
Gray, director of CU's career services office.

CIA national recruiting director
Larry Curran says interest among
college students in joining the CIA
has not declined noticeably this
year.
Last fall, when CIA and military
recruiting protests began in significant numbers, agency and Marine
officals told College Press Service
the attention actually helped their
efforts to interview students.
Curran acknowledges the CIA's
Central American adventures probably have the prompted the protests, but he also believes CIA ads
have precipitated rallies.
"That almost invites people to
stage some sort of demonstration,"
he says. "It's a phenomenon we've
come to expect on some campuses."
The demonstrators say they aim
to draw attention to agency
and disrupt its recruiting.
In the process the student protestors are suffering penalties.
The Tufts students were found
guilty of violating university regulations, but escaped any penalty.
At Brown, however, 56 students
were found guilty of disruptive
behavior, and had a formal university sanction added to their personnel
files. Some students fear it may hurt
their graduate school applications.
ac-tivit- es,

will be marred as a

conviction

result This is a minor considera-

tion. Kohl has adamantly expressed
to Reagan that a change in agenda
would weaken relations between
the two countries. Since Germany
was not invited to participate in the

Normandy celebrations but instead
watched from afar with hurt feelings, it has no intentions of allowing people to further the past guilty
feelings on them in the future by
even the slightest gesture. One
Reagan aide Is apparently quoted
as saying that an initial reason for
the visit concerned strengthening
the NATO alliance. This would
placate Germany and it would be
more agreeable in their participation with NATO. Finally. & the trip
to Bitburg were changed, angry
sentiments would arise from many
German people whose families
served and died. They feel it would
be an affront to those who died

nobly.
The situation obviously becomes
very delicate in light of the above.
There is little question that the
administration has been careless
and messy in handling the affair.
This is highlighted by Reagan's
equation of the Jews who died in
concentration camps to the young
Nazis who died at the end of the
war. One must never forget the
atrocities, yet one must remember
that guilt must lay with the prepe-tratoand not their kin. Reconciliation is vitaL Objectors must not
view Reagan's visit as an act of
exoneration but as an act of faith
for the future.
.
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Tenure: A Barrel of Laughs
T
TAW TTT 1TD1B
"T
Uf JONATHAN
By
BARCLAY
some
or
someone
never
fails:
It
group is always up in arms over a
tenure or contract renewal decision.
Perhaps this is unavoidable with
the faculty personnel system
presently employed by colleges
across the nation, but the sad
paradox is that the same conflicts
erupt every year.
The same student frustration and
A

A

the same unavoidable,

but

necessary, administrative closed-mout- h
attitude on specific cases confront each other over and over again
with a net gain of only strained campus relationships. These clashes occur everywhere, and Wooster is no
exception.

non-tenu- re

Faculty at the College work under
contracts,
one, two, or three-yewith renewal determined by the
Board of Trustees which bases its
decisions on presidential and
Teaching Staff and Tenure Committee recommendations. Tenure deci
sions involve the same type of
system.
The foundation of this system
rests with the TS tc T Committee,
The six faculty members and VP for
Academic Affairs Dr. Don Harward
ar

individually

tion of faculty personnel used by the
"The category of general value to
TS tc T Committee are derived from the College is important to and coma 1981 memo from President plex in a residential liberal arts colCopeland to the faculty regarding lege, and general value to the inthose criteria. That memo says of stitution may take many forms." So
teaching ability:
"...faculty begins the criteria memo as it deals
members should be in command of with this vague area of faculty
their fields, capable of transmitting evaluation. Enthusiasm for the Colknowledge imaginatively and skilled lege, its students, programs, and
in challenging students of various goals compose "general value." and
abilities and backgrounds to their the Committee seeks a balance in
The memo also talents and interests among the
best efforts."
states, "...the Committee weights faculty when it evaluates faculty
teaching ability most heavily in members. Wooster subscribes acmaking its recommendations."
tively to an affirmative action policy
Research and scholarship also as described in the memo.
play an important role in a proThe Committee evaluates each
contract, and
fessor's career, for they provide tenure,
creative opportunities for students new faculty candidates in these three
and keep the professors on their areas, using a number of means.
toes.
Class visits, evaluations, by departSays the criteria memo, "The Com- ment chairs and I.S. students are
mittee., seeks evidence of sustained considered according to Dr. Powell.
intellectual growth and is interested Dean Holliday mentioned also anwritten by faculin contributions to the knowledge nual
and understanding of one's col- ty members and candidates which
leagues, in attendance at profes- discuss their research, class exsional meeting, in papers and periences, and scholarly improvepublications, and in exhibitions, ment.
Based on these data, the Commitrecitals or other performances,"
said chemistry professor, Dr. tee members decide upon an adPowell, a member of the TS and T visable course of action in
the granting of tenure
Committee, "(Wooster professors)
better be actively involved in some or a contract. The evaluations are
way..." Dean Holliday echoed these timed to give faculty who have been
words in that Wooster "very much denied tenure or contract a chance
wants the faculty to be engaged in to change jobs or decide on career
the frontiers of their field as is of moves. A faculty member is eligible
particular importance to a research for tenure for up to eight years, after
program like the Independent Study which time the College must either
program.
tenure the professor or allow the

evaluate

faculty

self-evalutio-ns

rec-commend-

members who are up for tenure of
continuance decision based on a
three-paset of criteria: teaching
ability, scholarship and research.
and general value to the College
Dr. Vivian Holliday, Dean of the
Faculty, says, "If we had to choose
(among the three areas)...first of all
is teaching." The criteria for evalu
rt

ing

professor to leave.
The system allows for all sides of
iacuuy personnel questions to be
viewed, but problems arise when the
system does not move smoothly in
all directions.
d
At times, an extremely
professor is denied tenure, and
reasons for the refusal vary from
case to case. The students, or more
commonly, a group of students, will
protest the decision, accusing the
administration and the TS and T
Committee of insensitivity to student need. Although student evaluations are considered in the decisionmaking process, Dean Holliday
commented that administraion officials "don't want to prostitute the
institution" in the face of a group of
student who may find a contract or
tenure decision cannot be the determining factor in making that deciwell-like-

younger, newer professors.
Another Drohlem fared h
Wooster. and manv nther rnllecre J- and universities nationwide, is the
propect of a continued downward
trend in enrollment, leading to
shrinking budgets and fewer hiring
opportunities. As a result, junior
faculty members who become eligible for tenure may find that there
simply is no spot for a permanent
addition to a department.
A third conflict, related to the last,
involves the interests of the different

departments.

Voice Announces New Editor
by

A

fully-tenur-

ed

department is undesirable, but
movement toward fully tenured
departments for the sake of greater
junior faculty retention seems to be
Two Drnnosals ' were
Present.
presented to the faculty this past
year ana a naif which would limit
the total number of tenured faculty
sion.
DR. Perley, biology, and member On CamDUS. but allnw fitllv tannnili
of the TS and T Committee claims departments and shifting of faculty
that "you have to look at the creden- from department to department in
tials of people and not other issues." order to minimize junior faculty cuts
Purity of evaluation, that is, basing in the financially tiffht vear ahead
recommendations solely on the However, both these proposals were
credential of the individual is, rejected by the faculty as unhowever, only an ideal. The total satisfactory regarding departmennumber of tenured faculty on campus tal interests, and the nrnnwt far
bears weight in the process, for as tenure for junior faculty in the
Dr. Harward commented, "(the ex- future appear to be slim.
istence of) a fully tenured faculty This situation breeds uncertainty
has very negative consequences." and anxiety amonf the nntennreri
Dean Holliday stated that depart- faculty and strains the relationship
ment should generally keep at least between the faculty and
one un tenured position open to encourage an influx of new ideas with Continued on Page
I

JEFF BROOKSHIRE

As
Williams will tional news
no longer be a disbe looking for increased nartirina. tant creature will
brought in closer to
but
At the end of every school year, tion from the many diverse people at
there are changes. The new follows me ouege. mere wui be positions home.
in the wake of the old. This hold true available for photographers, typists,
Williams would welcome fresh
for the VOICE editorship as well a writers and advertising salespeople. blood
as well as seasoned expertise
anything else. Jeff Priest, current
The advertising position alone has in the paper:
a
I
"If anyone is ino j:a. i,
fit
oe
oy
succeeaea
an attractive six percent commi-sio- terested in working
wiu
on the VOICE, I
Williams,
Ida
current Sports Editor.
A dedicated salesperson sell- would love to hear from them.
Williams will be a sophomore at ing six hundred dollars worth of ads
There are many different things that
the College of Wooster next year. for one issue could expect thirty
six a newspaper has to offer and there
She hopes to pump new blood into dollars a week.
are many ways to help with the
the tabloid. Her first step will be to The various opening positions are publication."
publish the VOICE on a weekly basis part of a probable expansion in the
Ida Williams has had previous
in order that the paper will become a design of the newspaper. Williams
journalistic
experience as the
reference for coming events as well will place a high value on inter-staManaging Editor of her nationally-ranke- d
as a source of entertainment.
communications in decision making.
high school paper and has
Williams hopes "to really improve
The future
plans to served as the Sports Editor of the
the consistency and quality of the evolve the VOICE around a campus VOICE. The door is open
and a betVOICE. I feel this campus has the focus. The paper will also take na- ter,
paper is at
ability to produce an outstanding tional news and bring it into the col- handmore professional
if it can get the support of the
student publication."
lege students' perspective. The na- - students which it serves.
Editor-in-Chie-

f.

X

buiior-in-vsiue-

n.

ff

Editor-in-Chi-

ef
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(CHINESE FOOD FROM CHINA
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Now at 679 Portage Road
in new Mad Rags building.

ROYAL

DELIVER

orders placedcall Ext. 2716
-9-

-930

Sun

orders delivered
rrue,Wcd7niur.S"!0-IO3- 0
Sun
ask for Pete! Ext. 2716

6630
7730

if!

Hours:

a.m. to 10 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
11

Come see our new store!!!

Phone

262-884- 6
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Orchestra And Concert Choir In Bach Mass
'
N

r

years he was a regular soloist with Nims had performed extensively
the Columbus Symphony Orchestra as a recitalist throughout Ohio and
and Chorus. Whitmore is a public has appeared in oratorios with the
school teacher and locally is a lAkron and Columbus symphonies.
regular at Wooster's Summer Thefeatured instrumentalists m the
atre, Music Fair. This is his first performance included
Rosenkavalier."
David
o
soloist was Mar- solo performance with the concert Schmuckler, concertm aster; James
Byo, oboe; and Brenda Wagers,
garet Pettengill, a native of Akron, choir.
OH. After graduating with honors
flute.
Baritone soloist Robert Nims has
from Wooster, Pettengill was
awarded a Fulbright scholarship to his Bachelor's degree in organ Earlier this year the concert
study in Vienna. She presently from Ohio Wesleyan University and choir performed Bach's Christmas
works for the Music and Theatre Master's in Voice from Boston Uni- Oratorio and the Orff "Carmina
Branch for the U.S. Forces in versity. Before coming to Ohio in Burana." This is the choir's last
1971 he taught in Boston and New concert as Wooster ends a musical
Germany.
Howard Whitmore, tenor soloist, Hampshire, and currently is asso- year which has been dedicated to
earned his bachelor's degree at ciate professor of music at Ohio the celebration of the 300th anniverAshland College and master's from Wesleyan University, where he sary of J.S. Bach.
Kent State University. For many teaches voice and is director of the
University Choruses.

Vocal Performance at Wooster and
studied under Moore. Knauer was a
soloist with the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra earlier this year in excerpts from Richard Strauss' "Der

-

V

Mezzo-sopran-

iaV
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J
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i
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BY LAURA VAN DALE
The Concert Choir and Wooster
Symphony Orchestra wrapped up
their season this year on Saturday,
April 27 with the performance of
J.S. Bach's "Mass in B Minor."
After many long hours of rehearsal
the work was presented at 8:15 in
McGaw Chapel under the direction
of Dale Moore.
The B Minor Mass occupies a
special place in Bach's works in
that the motivation behind its composition differs from that of his
other works. Bach composed all the
cantatas and motets, as well as the
two passions, for a single perform
ance that he conducted himself.
Soprano soloist for the performance was Elizabeth Knauer from
Cambridge, OH, who is a senior in

:

Continued from Page
white-coll-

Truck and Trailer Rental

STUDENTS
SAVE!!!
Health Warning:

1

firms also are
turning increasingly to drug tests.
IBM offiicals, for example, began
requiring drug tests for all job
applicants late last year.
"We feel a paramount responsibility to ensure the safety of the
workplace for all our employees,"
IBM spokesman Tom Mattia says.
Problems with excessive drug
use by IBM employees in several
departments have caused problems, Mattia says.
But

S.

COLLEGE

Drug Tests
I

E

ar

not disqualify a person from employment, Riegle maintains.
"If businesses started firing everyone who used pot, they'd lose a
lot more people than they expect,"
he asserts.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
SUSCEPTIBLE
TO 'BURNOUT'
Experts know workers in

high-stre-

ss

During the last few weeks, 27
cases of measles have developed
among Wooster High School
students. Unprotected College of
Wooster students may have been exposed to the measles virus.
Many of you have provided Hygeia
with detailed immunization records
or have received the vaccine on
campus.
I am urging all other students to
obtain the free vaccination during
either of the two upcoming immunization programs:
FRIDAY, MAY 3 H a.m.-- l p.m.

jobs experience occupational
burnout, but Michigan State researchers say college students go
He declined, however, to provide through identical "lack of energy
prob- and spirit."
examples of safety-relate- d
lems among white-collworkers.
"When you start out, you have all MONDAY, MAY 6
IBM job applicants get the oppor- kinds of aspirations," says MSU 11 a.m.-- l p.m.
tunity to explain positive drug test Psychology Professor Ralph Lev-inLOWRY CENTER
results, Mattia says.
But, "in college, you're not told or at Hygeia at any other time.
Other firms, such as General about paper work and the actual
Please direct any questions regar''Motors, allow administrators at lo- drudgery of the job" especially ding
your susceptibility to measles
cal plants to ask job applicants to during senior year and graduate to the Hygeia staff at extension 2319.
n
take drug tests. GM's
school.
drug policy has been in effect since
the early 1970s.
At the Adolph Coors Co. brewery
in Golden, Colo., job applicants
take polygraph exams during
which they are asked, among other
things, whether they have abused
drugs or alcohol.
Officials at the firms using drug
tests declined to reveal figures on
the rate at which job applicants
test positive for drug use.
Riegel says students who learn
they will be tested for drug use can
also find ways to beat the tests.
Beyond that, he is trying to
convince employei s the tests are of
limited value.
- in
"There is the potential for people
te lose employment unfairly," Riegel says. "You can't tell with these
tests, for example, whether a perBarbara Dua
son smoked pot while on the job,
like you can with alcohol tests."
House
Occasional marijuana use should

One Way & Local Rentals
Special Rate by the Hour, Day or Longer
Easy Loading Models for Individuals ft Business
Custom Equipped .most with Auto. Transmission,
Bucket Seats, Radio, Power Steering
24 Mrs. a Day Road Service, 7 Days a Week
Moving & Packing Aids
Hitches for Your Car Available at Many
Locations

Trailer

ar

FOR ALL RATES AND RESERVATIONS

e.

300 Tire Service
210 South Buckeye Street Wooster,
Ohio 44691

local-optio-

Kl C GAW CHAPEL

Worship, 10:30 A.M.
Every Sunday
Westminster Presbyterian
Church
"the congregationresidence
on campus"
Minister:

Extension 2398, the. Church

TT

.JJairtiirsun)
Truck and Trailer Rental

ra
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Wooster Hears Clary Lecture
Actor Robert Clary, Broadway
star, spoke in front of a crowded

and entranced audience at the
Fourth Annual Holocaust Program
held at Freedlander Theatre on

April 23, 1985.
Once a cast member of Days of
Our Lives and LeBeau on Hogan's
Heroes, Robert Clary spoke on an
earlier part of his life. He spoke of
a time in which he had been
incarcerated in a Nazi war camp
for the Jews. "I am outraged by

in the Unitstated Clary. Clary
spoke of how some professors in
various magazines deny the Holocaust in lengthy articles. Clary felt
that as survivors of the Holocaust
"we have a duty, we have to leave
a legacy before we all go."
Clary's parents were both born in
Poland and his father was a religious Jew. Clary was the last child
of 16. Clary's father moved the
family to Paris in 19237 He and his
sister were both born in Paris.
Clary's parents and the majority of

the growing
ed States."

neo-nazis-

m

his family were killed in a Nazi
concentration camp. Clary was liberated at the age of 19 on April 11,

f

X

1945.

Robert Clary moved to
the United States to succeed in
acting. "I was appalled at the way
blacks were treated here," stated
Clary. "If you are taught hatred at
home by your parents, don't listen,
for I know what hatred does."
Clary was greeted afterwards by
students who wanted autographs,
hugs, and words with the aotor to
express that they cared.
In

1949,

flamin.

i

MASS
y

,

-- nowin-

Babcock
DiNim Mall
Saturdays, 30 PM

Senior Art Majors Give Show

BY WILLIAM TOWNSEND
Beginning Monday, April 29. 1985,
the College of Wooster Art Museum
in Frick will host a group show of
artwork by Senior Art Majors at
the college.
The show consists of several different mediums. The seniors in
volved have worked extensively on
their own medium for the past year

as partial fulfillment of Senior
dependent Study.

tale called "Tam Lin" will also
take part. Jennifer Burrows' handmade paper sculpture and Richard
Taking part in the show are Slavinsky's landscape architecture
Charlie Buchwald, who works with drawings will be another part of
wooden sculptures resembling the show.
The opening reception will be
sleds; Frank Mazzola, with pencil
and ink drawings of trees and held on Sunday, May 12, from 4
nature scenes. Debbie Holdsworth, p.m. at Frick Art Museum. The
who has illustrated a Scottish folk show is free and open to the public.
In-

2--

301 Gran; it.
CHnnirn. Ohio 444?)

5.RMEKT
If fTfttlNC

Ph.

green rubber frog, a toothbrush, Band. Madcat has been playing
and a Jew's harp, just like Snoopy. solo for two years. He does a lot of
stands,
short trips and
Madcat, originally from Chicago, driving a station wagon to his
a city in Illinois, plays blues be- destination. This was his first visit
cause he likes it. "Music is fun!." to Wooster.
He describes his music as "electric
Almost no one came, although he
folk blues," and he plans to play was extraordinarily talented and a
for another 70 years. Madcat now remarkably skillful harmonicist.
lives in Aan Arbor. Mich.
All six of us clapped enthusiasticalment called an African thumb
ly and left with music in our hearts
piano, or Kalimba, with skill. It
He likes Huey Lewis, and he was and free peanuts and pretzels in
was amazing. He also played a once a member of Dave Brubeck our tummies.
one-nig-

ht
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POSTING
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704 Woit High
Orrwillo. Ohio 4466
Ph. (266B3-54- '

"Madcat" Ruth Makes Music In Mom's
BY RICHARD M. CROUSE
Wham! Bam! On Friday, April
26. Peter "Madcat' Ruth gave a
remarkable performance in Mom's
Truckstop, the center of campus
activity. He played a bunch of old
blues and folk tunes.
His harmonica playing was superb, as was his guitar playing. He
also played a remarkable instru-

(614)y7?-2-

127 E. UbortySt
Wcxxlor. Ohio 44641
Ph. (21o)

srevc Jacobs

262-545- 7

Vice President

-

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Information from the Federal Government , on
subjects ranging from agriculture to zoology, is
available at more than 1,380 Depository libraries
throughout the United States.
These libraries allow you free access to thousands
of publications issued by your Government and
connect you to a variety of information resources to
help answer your questions.

in your area,
contact your local library or write to the Federal
Depository Library Program, Office of the Public

GET A 10

DISCOUNT

ON ALL PURCHASES

Just Present A
Valid Student l.D.

,

To locate me Depository Library

Printer, Washington, DC 20401.

Must present l.D.
before ordering
Hours: Sat-Th7am l lpm
urs

Federal Bspositoiry
lifeiraffy Program

The progam

s

supported by The Adveitisng Council and

s

a pubic servce ol ins
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Fri

7am 12pm
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Students Give Convocation On I.S.

By LAURA VAN DALE
I Knew as soon as I walked into
Mateer on Tuesday, April 23rd, that
this Convocation, "I.S. therefore I
am," was going to be somethjng
good. First of all, knowing John
Wilkinson and Steve Price, how
could it be anything less than
hysterical? Secondly, by the time I
got there, the place was packed
and I had to look around just to
find somewhere to sit. Obviously,
others shared my expectations for
the Convocation.
Surveying the auditorium, I could
see that a large part of the audience was made up of seniors, which
certainly was not surprising since
they are the ones who could most
closely relate to the topic of Convocation. However, those of us who
have just spent a semester working
on Junior I.S. could also greatly

appreciate the presentation.

T

no

ticed John sitting up front but
couldn't find Steve. His whereabouts were shortly disclosed when
John, following a thunderous welcome of applause and a great
introductory "UM..", explained
that Steve would be a fe.w minutes
late because he was typing the last
couple pages of his I.S. John then
took advantage of Steve's absense
and gave the audience a brief
comical background on Stephen
Price. Senior Theatre mainr from
Perkesie, PA. Steve interrupted his
biography by entering the auditorium at full speed, accompanied by
applause from the fans in the
audience, and oranced ud on staee
where he proceeded to give us
some pertinent facts concerning
John Wilkinson. Senior Histnrv ma
jor from Worthington, OH.
After briefly acquainting the audience with their backgrounds, the

two discussed the tact that they
had both ended up here at Wooster,
which has turned out to be "a
Mecca of inquiry." Having lived
through three years of simple questions such as "Where are you
from? How's your roommate? How
was your break?" this year they
encountered THE big question,
which keeps returning like a bad
check: "How's your I.S.?" To answer the related, frequently asked
question

of "WHY am I doing
this?" John and Steve turned to the

Wooster Admissions handbook
which describes I.S. as "the distinguishing mark of a Wooster education," a line we had all heard
before. Although the two did agree
that I.S was a powerful kind of
experience, John even explored the
possibility that I.S. is the opiate of
the people, they were determined
through their convocation to expose

Ptgsl

1985

the truth of I.S.
In their own unrecountable man
ner, John and Steve went on to
elaborate on some of the' highs and
lows of doing I.S. They warned the
audience about Mr. Mallet; who
inevitably strikes I.S. workers and
puts them to sleep just at the time
they should be working to finish
those "10 pages due tomorrow."
They discussed the various Meth-

ods of doing I.S., as well as the
Forms I.S. can have. Writing the
I.S. was described as a "private

experience between pen, paper,

and
was
I.S.
less

personality." Also emphasized
the fact that not only is typing
not fun, but it is "considerably
than fun." Illustrating their
!

"typing displeasure theory" by
using a scene like that from
Dante's "Divine Comedy," John
and Steve essentially said that typ-

ing I.S. is hell.

I

After audibly describing some
aspects of I.S., the two turned to
the slide projector, from whence
came a "Visual Celebration of the
I.S. experience." The humorous
display that followed had the whole
auditorium shaking with laughter.
In closing, a work of advice was
offered by Steve and John: LIKE
YOUR TOPIC. They then gave a
"Whitman's SimnUr" nf thli
year's Sr. I.S. topics, as well as a
few of their own that they would
like to see done. Preaentinv on
high school senior's analogy that
we at Wooster talk about I.S. like
they talk about nrom. left u won
dering if perhaps we do tend to
over glorify the entire I.S. process.
Yet. if it weren't for IS. which
John and Steve obviously found
incredibly inspiring, we would have
never had the opportunity to be
enlightened by the Convocation.

Wooster Students Join In Demand For Divestment
by GRAHAM RAYMAN
On Wednesday, April 24, a small
group of students began a vigil called "Divestment Campout," to protest the College's investment of over
$4 million in 16 major companies:
Dow Chemical, Eastman Kodak,

Using tents, the students are currently camping across the street
from Lowry Center. They are passing out informative leaflets, and
generally talking to the passing
students. Their goal, according to
Coca-Coland IBM.
Already David Baronov, is to inform the studivested are the College's holdings dent population of the situation in
in gold and silver mines. Unless Africa.
The group is small, due to
almost all the stockholders agree to the fact that finals are coming up,
divestment, or the trustees decide to and also because of apathy on the
divest, it is almost impossible to part of the students.
In
gain results.
addition, many of the students are
a,

MADE

OCESf

uninformed, not knowing why the
demonstrators are out there. Some
students do not believe that their
participation will bring any change
in the current situation. But still,
there is strong support in the student
population, although it is not very
apparent. The originators of the
idea are Richard Crouse, David
Baronov, and Martyn Clark.

administration has allowed them to
stay as long as they want. But, the
consensus in the group is that they
will not be there that long. As to the
reactions by the student body,

everything has been mostly

times. both tougn ana lenient. They
told the campers not to push the
stoplight button, whereas the next
night, they offered to take the
campers to Hardees for breakfast.

peaceful; but there has been a few
As to the stance of administration,
isolated incidents. There has been "They are behind us, but are not dosome shouting, and some people ing anything concrete about it. . The
came up through the manhole cover most powerful bargaining point we
near the camp. Another man threw have is the petition with your
The group passes time by .anting. a smoke bomb, but it landed short of signatures we have circulated,"
playing guitar, and laying out. The its target. Security has been, at commented Baronov.
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Gommencement Activities Planned
BY PATRICIA BAUERLE
The awaited Baccalaureate ceremony will take place on May 12.
Dr. James A. Vorbes Jr., professor
of preaching at Union Theological
Seminary in New York, will
present "Invitation to a Millen-

nium."

eight years. Atwell will receive his
Honorary Doctorate Degree of
Laws that night. Others who will
also be receiving Honorary Degrees include Jenny P. Glusker and
Donald Carl Johanson in Science
and Clare Adel Schreiber in Humane Letters.
Other activities on May 12 include the group exhibition and reception by senior studio art majors
in the art museum from 4 p.m.
and the senior music hour in McGaw Chapel, starting at 3 p.m.
From 6 p.m., there will be the
president's reception for seniors
and families at President Henry
Copeland's home. Also, the Phi
Betta Kappa Initiation will begin at
3:30 p.m., for initiates, families,
and friends in mateer Auditorium.

at 9:15 a.m. The processional will
begin at 9:50 a.m. Assemble in
ALPHABETICAL ORDER as printed in the program. Class and faculty marshals will be present with
graduation lists and will assist in
lining up the class.
The class will enter first, led by
the faculty marshals. The faculty
and platform party will follow the

Instructions for Graduating
Class of

1985

McGaw

BACCALAUREATE

Chapel, Sunday,
10:30

May

12,

1985

a.m.

Seniors should arrive at McGaw
Chapel by 10 a.m. in academic
costume to begin Lining up for the
ceremony. The faculty will line up
on the ramp on the west side of the
Chapel.
Seniors will form a double line
beginning at the top of the steps.
No special order is required. Faculty marshals will be lead the procession into the chapel.
All seniors, including those who
expect to complete their work this
summer, may participate in Bacca

The 115th commencement will be
held on May 13 at 10 a.m. in Oak
Grove (or in the nrmington Physical Education Center if it rains).
Alumnus Robert H. Atwell, who is
presently the President of American Council on Education, will
speak on "Individualism Reconsidered, A View from the Potomac"
in McGaw Chapel at 10:30 a.m.
Graduated from the College of
Wooster in 1953 with a B.A. in
laureate exercises.
Political Science, he went on to
earn an M.A. in Public AdministraThe Oak
COMMENCEMENT
tion from University of Minnesota. The Wooster Chorus will give a Grove,
10
Monday, May 13, 1985
Atwell had also been the President commencement concert in McGaw
a.m.
p.m.
Chapel
at
8:15
of Pitzer College in California for
(In case of inclement weather,
Commencement exercises will be
held in the Physical Education
2--

3--

class. Please remain standing until
the President gives the signal to be
seated. When it is time for the
conferring of degrees, the Vice
President for Academic Affairs will
signal the first row of the class to
stand. Each row thereafter rises as
a group when the faculty marshal
so indicates. The Vice President for
Academic Affairs presents the
class to the President individually
When the last diploma for each
degree has been presented, the
President will ask the degree can
didates to rise for the formal,
collective conferring of the de
grees.
Recessional: Please stand when
Center.)
Seniors eligible to participate in the President gives the signal and
the ceremony will assemble in aca- recess following the faculty.
The tassel on the cap is worn on
demic costume south of Delmar
Archway on the Quinby Quadrangle the right front of the cap until the

degree is formally conferred, at
which time the tassel is shifted
from right to left in uniform on
signal from the President.
Announcements and cards may
be purchased at The Florence O.

Wilson Bookstore.
Caps and gowns may be picked
up at the bookstore on May 7, 8. 9
and 10 between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Students who have not yet been
measured for Caps and Gowns
should call the Bookstore immediately to place their orders.
A list of seniors being awarded
honors will be posted in the bookstore by noon on Saturday, May 11.
Honors stripes to be affixed to the
academic robe will be placed in
student mailboxes: one stripe for

each sleeve for departmental honors and one stripe for each sleeve
for Phi Beta Kappa.
After the Ceremony on Monday,
please return the Cap and Gown to
the Bookstore.
Tickets are not necessary for
either Baccalaureate or Commencement. Everyone is welcome.
Please phone the Office of the
Secretary. Ext. 2313. if vou have
questions.

Tenure
Continued from Page
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Professor Gates, history, report
that although attendance at the most
recent faculty meeting was quite
good, the prior two or three
meetings had not seen even a
quorum of one more then one half of
the faculty. "Morale is very low,"
he stated and credited the problem
to many causes 'from very personal
to pay and oenefit
things
(issues ) ...pay is very low here compared to other schools of this kind.,
also a sense of lack of direction."
Professor Lukens, German, and
chairperson of the Committee on the
Status of Women at the College, has
announced her resignation after
thirteen years at the College. She
n
commented on the
relationship:
"I
think the lack of communication has
something to do with the very real
problem of the prospects of tenure
for junior faculty being so slim...The
administration (in) having to deal
with the (College financial problems) is sadly out of touch with how
this syndrome affects the quality of
life among the junior faculty
members."
These problems have led the
untenure faculty to organize
themselves into a unified .oice. The
Untenured' Faculty Forum deals
with the concerns of the junior facul- facutly-adminstratio-

f
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The doctor doesn't cut out anything. You cut out
cigarettes.
This simple surgery is the surest way to save you
from lung cancer. And the American Cancer Society
will help you perform it.
We have free clinics to help you quit smoking. So,
before you smoke another cigarette, call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
And don't put it off. The longer you keep smoking,
the sooner it can kill you.
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SOCGTY
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three-profess- or

Wooster's
Wertz

er

Drop of up to
50 pounds ttiis western.
And nsuer pay mora

tten$19.
Any package up to 50 pounds, dropped off
between 6 p.m. Friday and midnight Sunday,
can go anywhere Greyhound goes at the
Greyhound Package Express special weekend
rate: $19. Maybe less, never more.
Wooater Bua

AT.lEniCAU

The students also
ty at Wooster. Dr. Harward said
and
that he is glad such a group has drafted a petition asking the TSFran-ck's
Dr.
formed and sees it as a positive T committee to
case. According to speech maresponse to the need for "more frequent and direct communmication. jor Sean Biscaglia, 428 signatures
Communication was continually were affixed to the petition. This
seen by administration and faculty past Tuesday, the speech students
members as the key to solving or received a letter informing them
alleviating Wooster's ailment. Stu- that the TS and T Committee had
Dr.Franck's
dent involvement is also necessary, voted not to
preferably before tenure of contract situation.
decisions. Says Dean Holliday of the However, the students' failure is
Committee members. "After they not as significant as the magnitude
make up their minds it takes a con- of their effort. The students of the
siderable amount to make them speech department demonstrated
change (their decision)." This type the kind of communication efforts
of problem occurred in the speech which must be made by all groups of
majors, was not granted a contract the campus community if the prerenewal by the TS and T Committee. sent faculty personnel system is to
Dr. Franck has the option of re- work more smoothly in the future
maining at theCollege next year, or and benefit all involved.
leaving. Because department chairman Dr. Rea is on leave next year, it
is quite possible that Professor
Kiewe will be the only member of
the
department with
even one or two years of experience
at Wooster next year.
Continued from Page 1 '
Fearful that a department with only bias done in meteorology.
one returning professor would not be
Aside from his interest in weather.
able to adaquatel7 read I.S. projects
enjoys biking, tennis, playing
next year, the Speech students met JWertzorgan
and piano, and writing.
with President Copeland, Chairman fthe
Rea. and the TS and T committee to (He intends to work all four years at
wertz is a
aV that Dr Franrk's situation bv tne radio station.
member of the American Assciation
of Weather Observers, and last sum-mhe taught a course in
meteorology at Baldwin Wallace
I

Station

4M 8. Market St.

JGrcyfc

PccfEC3 Express

Rates subject to change without notice. Some restrictions apply.
1984 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
See agent for details.

College

in

Cleveland

to

gifted

students between the ages of seven
and thirteen. He hopes to teach the
same course this summer. Nevertheless, meteorology and weather
forecasting are just hobbies for
Wertz.
Wertz is a business
economics major and he plans to
work for a business firm after college. He will, however, maintain
weather forecasting as a hobby in
which he has accomplished a great
deal.
SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER

SEASON JOBS Dover

Lake Water Theme Park.

Lifeguards, attendants, food service, maintenance, general labor.
13.50 to $6.00 per. hour. Quarters
available free to those who qualify.
Write Box 343, Northfield, OH 44067
giving experience.
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S.O.C. Prepares For Orientation
By ERIC GREENE

i

Congratulations to the 1985 Student Orientation Committee. Three
weeks ago the S.O.C. was chosen for
the 1985-8- 6 academic year. The new
staff consists of freshmen Aloke Raj
Banerjee, Eric Greene, Sarah
Potier, Darryl Sanders, and
Prashant Aggarwall; Sophomores
Cathy Bell, Jennifer ihgold, Cynthia
Herr, Cathy Irons, and Tim Lewis;
juniors Catherine Jackson, Cynthia
Porter, Beth Guonjian, Betty Title,
and Daniel Green. Chairperson is
Mary O'Malley, Assistant Dean of
Students.
S.O.C. held their first ceeting on
April 3, 1985 and have held two additional meetings since then. The
Committee will arrive back on Campus on Friday, August 23, 1985. They
will spend Saturday, preparing for
the new students to arrive. Preparation will consist mainly of paperwork and set up. New students will
arrive on campus Sunday, August

25, 1985. Check in will begin prompt-

ly at 8:30 a.m. and will continue on
through 2:00 p.m. While the new
students are checking in, their
parents will be invited to a parents'
workshops. There will be two sessions of workshops (A and B) held in

there will be special workshops to
assist the new students in adjusting
to the College of Wooster's academic
setting as well as campus social life.
The Academic departments will be
having meetings with their perspective students and the Residence
Halls will be conducting their own
acitvities such as volleyball, football, frisbee, etc.
The rest of the week will consist of
walking tours, bus tours, study skills
workshops, financial aid workshops,
and Intramural meetings. On Tuesday, August 27, 1985, the new
freshmen will be required to have
conferences with their faculty adOne of the highlights of
visors.
orientation week will be a Casino
Night which will be held on Monday
night in Lowry Center Ballroom.

This fun filled night will function in
the same manner as last years
Casino Night with crap shooting and
roulette tables.
The annual
freshmen Talent Show will be
Wednesday, August 28, 1985 at 8:00
p.m.inMcGaw Chapel.
The S.O.C. has added a couple of
other activities for the freshmen.
The Wooster Freshmen Olympics
will include crazy games such as
jello snarfing, eight legged race,
relays, and many more challenging
and crazy games. The Coffee House
wil be a place of leisure with rela
entertainment. This will be held
in Lowry Center Pit on Tuesday
night along with entertainment at
Ichabod's. The committee is in the
process of sending out slips for all
campus organizations interested in
khe College Fair.
The 1985 New Student Orientation
Comnittee is a fine group of individuals who are very enthusiastic
and excited about - the 1M5-academic year. They are truly looking forward to assisting the
freshman class of 1989 in every

the morning.
During the evening President
Henry Copeland will give his annual
welcome with a reception immediately following. There will also
be various other receptions help during the course of the day such as the
Association, Black
Student Association, International
Student Association, and The Art
Museum. This year the Committee
has made plans to work very closely
with the Black International Student
Associations.
On Monday morning the placement exams will begin at 8:30 a.m.
in Lean Lecture and Kauke Halls.
Along with the placement exams way possible.
Inter-Religio- us
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Only a block away from campus for
a world of difference. Let us pamper
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Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of
the semester.
If you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's license, you can
Load up your
use a Ryder truck,
clothes; everything. You'll still have room, no
stereo.
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Motes from
the coach
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Sports

By DON SANDFORD
The College of Wooster's Women's Tennis team has certainly
improved its play and should be
very proud of their performance in
the newly formed North Coast Athletic Conference.
In the words of Head Coach Jean
Olderman, "it has been either feast
or famine this year for the team."
This has been borne out by the
scores from almost all of the

By BOB TUCKER
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH
Perhaps you have noticed a couple
of things this spring that have not
been in evidence previously on the
Wooster campus. Specifially, those
are the Black and Gold Football
jackets and the groups of football

Saturday, things seemed, to be
going back to the Scotties as they
walked over Malone College
The wins have obviously given
the Scotties some much deserved
Sophomore Mellisa
Forker points out that "the team
has improved a lot from last year."
Senior Jenny Keller agrees and
adds we have improved this season and with the experience we
matches. Four days days after have gained, we might really be
rousting Muskingham College, the able to do something at conferDawn ence." The Scotties are hosting the
Scotties fell to Kenyon
Crownover was injured for that first NCAC Championships this
match and every player had to play weekend, and it will be a good
one level higher than usual. That chance to see a team on the upFriday, however, the women were swing make their last stand.
able to get past Case Western
The College of Wooster's Men's
Reserve University for their first
conference win of the season. The Tennis teams continues to roll along
next day it was back to famine, as toward a possible NCAC Championthe Scotties hosted Allegheny Co- ship Crown. The Fighting Scots
llege. The Gators have a good have been destroying conference
and
competition all
chance at taking the NCAC Championship this year, and were able to season long and the past two weeks
have proved to be no exception.
overpower Wooster
On April 17, the Men faced Mt.
April 22 saw another win for the
n
Union College and never gave them
Scotties as they defeated Ohio
a chance to show what they had,
University
That ThursTwo days
day, they fell prey to Denison, the disposing of them
second best team in the conference. later they faced DePauw and had
On

8-- 1.

self-confiden-

ce.

.

9-- 0.

non-conferen-

the tables turned on them as they
went down to an 1 defeat. They
finished the week with the blanking
8--

of Allegheny College,
The next week was even better
Monday April 22, the Scots shut
down Ohio Wesleyan university
Two days later they defeated Case
Western Reserve University
That weekend they hosted the
9-- 0.

9--

0

8-- 1.

Wooster Invitational and beat
Indiana Universi
Wright State
ana caivin
ty of Pennsylvania
(7-2- ),

(5-4- ),

College
The Scots will be hosting the first
NCAC Championships this weekend
and are certainly looking to be the
first champions of the new con
ference. The matches begin on Fri
(7-2- ).

day.

players running across campus.
These are two positive signs of
renewed enthusiasm and commitment buy the football players at The
College toward football. It's a way
of showing they care, that they do
have pride in themselves and what
they represent. The jackets were
their idea long before a new coach
was named.
The running and conditioning program is important, because it is the
only way at this time they can gain
success (little victories) and begin
to feel good about themselves. We
all need that positive image; i.e., to
feel good about ourselves. Athletes
are no different.
As coach, I expect that they will
carry this commitment and positive
attitude over the summer and into
the fall. How about you? What can

help? I've been asked that
question more than any other since
arriving on campus. You, as a
fellow student and a fan, can have a
very positive effect on the players by
your support and encouragement.
Have a great summer, and we look
forward to your positive support in
the fall. We will lead so rally
around us. Part of the reason that
we play is for the student body. We
will need your help.
Together, let s bring wooster foot
ball back to a winning note and set
the team for the entire school year.

lyou do to

ce

9-- 0.

by SUSANNE J. SPOOR

Wes-leya-

6-- 5.

9-- 0.

Lacrosse
BY TIM STANSFIELD
The women's lax team has done
fairly well this season with a con-

ference record
as compared
to last season's record of
The
weekend before last they won three
consecutive games; Denison
of-7--5

8-- 4.

9-- 7,

Oberlin

Allegeheny Club (1st
year lax team) 17-- Last weekend
their luck wasn't quite as good
losing to Kenyon in overtime
and Deniso n 13--5 but with a half an
hour rest after Denison, they came
back and beat Wittenberg
that
being Wittenberg's first loss. So far
17-- 4,

2.

11-1- 2,

7-- 3;

"It causes skin cancer." "You'll
get wrinkles before your time."
"Once your skin burns, it will never
be the same again." Is there anyone
who hasn't heard these harsh warnings? Yet every spring, as soon as a

ond. Coach Proedehl commented on
a job well dne by defense-wome- n
Kate Dailey, Judy Skwiertz and
first year goalie Sara Heath along
with Trish Burdick. Betty Title,
Angie Belt and the rest of the team.
Good luck in the last few games
and congratulations on a good season.
The men's lacrosse season has
Continued on Page 11

the
do
then
group of educated people, like those
at Wooster, seek to become bronzed
year after year? Indeed the color is
coveted

!

!

Besides being dangerous, tanning
somewhat uncomfortable. First, one must have
the correct attire to be seen bathing.
(The reason why one square foot of
nylon costs $40.00 remains a great
Also, for protection
mystery).

is expensive and

f

)

(
v-- s

"

'
top six players

all-power-

ful

must have sun-ta- n
lotion.
Then
there is always the after tanning lotion to stop peeling. For the expert
tanner, "lotion to make your tan last
is a must." Together, skin care
alone can pull up to $20.00 out of your

ffiif

. 1

con

.'.ilsT,
i

After obtaining the forenamed
necessities, taking allergy medicine
in case the grass is being cut again;
and dragging a tune box and blanket
outside, one is ready to sunbathe.
Now lotion is applied, the tape
player is turned on, and the
tries to read amagazine
without getting the pages greasy.
Often, women untie their bikini
sun-bath-

er

baffling, for without white lines,
what is there to compare the tan to?)
so, we have a typical college student; hot, greasy, if female, unable
to move for fear of exposure, blowing off homework, and harming his
or her skin. Why?
Once again the question rises.
"Why do we consider brown and red
skin to be healthier than white
skin?" "Isn't that opposite to what
we are taught?"
There is one possible answer to
why we do it. It is really quite simple. After six long months of snow
and cold, it is oh, so hard to worry

about wrinkles appearing

30

years

from now. Today the sun's warm
kiss feels like heaven. Surely it can't
be all bad.

Golf

i

4.

m

WoomtsTM

violets

day holds sun and warmth
simultaneously, we run out to "catch
Denison leads the conference with some rays." If tanning is as harmful pocket!
Woo and Kenyon fighting for secexperts professt
why
as
a

.

J

straps at this point to avoid "tan
ultrathat we seek so hungrily, one lines." (This practice is somewhat

against those

--

H

After a good showing at Penn
sylvania state on April 19th and
zotne, the Wooster Golf Team had a
discouraging week.
At Pennsylvania State, the Scots
were victorious over all the Division
III teams and even beat one or two
Division I teams. The second day of
the tournament, wooster bragged
the second lowest score out of all the
teams participating. -

Unfortunately,

i--- H

Wednesday's

challenge at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania proved too much for
the Scots. They did poorly as a team,
but senior Brendan Walsh from
Harverford, Pennsylvania brought
honor to the team by winning
medalist of the day.
This past Saturday and Sunday,
Wooster was at Allegheny with two
golfers not usually ; part of the competing six. They were freshemn,
Scott Keifer and Jamie Ross. That

tournament proved discouraging as
well.
Having received a bid to the Divi
sion Championship for the last three!
years, Wooster looks like a good can
didate again this year. The bid is
decided not only by the number ol
teams beaten in the division, but
also by who was beaten. Wooster's

victory over Wittenburg at Marietta
on April 5th and 6th should help in

getting that bid to play in the NCAA

Championship.
This is the first year that Wooster!
was part of the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC). Made up of

seven Division

III schools

(including Wooster), the NCAC of
fers championships in 21 sports fon
both men and women. The NCACj
Golf Championships

will be held

here at wooster on May 4th and 5th J
and should be an exciting tourna-ment for this new conference.
J
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Track

Baseball

Softball
by MARY DOUGLAS
The Wooster softball team finishes
its season this week with its last
games against Ohio Dominican and
Mount Vernon. Presently they have
a record of seven wins and nine
losses.
In the past two weeks, the team
has played several double headers.
On Wednesday, April 17, they lost
two games to Hiram, 10-- 5 and 11-Facing Heidelberg here at Wooster
on Thursday, April 18, the team won
13--7
and 14-- They followed up on
Saturday, April 20, winning 2 and
1
over Tiffin.
Finally, last
weekend playing Otterbein, Wooster
won the first game 6 while losing
the second 13-This past weekend, the team went
up against Wittenburg on Saturday,
April 27, and Capital on Sunday.
They lost both double headers. Due
to another injury which occurred
over the weekend the squad has been
reduced to ten players.
Coach
Stockham feels that for the team to
end the season on a winning note
they must concentrate on hitting better and making fewer mistakes in
the field.
3.

4.

6--

2--

by MARY DOUGLAS
Presently in first place in the
North Coast Athletic Conference,
Wooster's baseball team is moving
toward the end of a successful
season. This past weekend was busy
On Thursday,
for the Scots.
April 25, they played Baldwin-Wallac- e
College beating them 10-On Saturday, April 27, the team
played a double header against
Allegheny winning the first game 0
On Sunand losing the second
day, they won two games over
Allegheny, the first 2 and the second
9.

7--

5-- 1.

4--

5-- 4.

7--

7.

Two Wooster players, Rob Hat-

field and Rick

Sforzo, were
nominated for NCAC player of the
week as a result of their excellent
performances over the weekend.
The winner will be announced later
this week. With several games still
left in the season, the team hopes to
hold on to their place as number one
in the conference. Their next game
will be on Saturday, May 2, at 3:00
p.m. against Muskingham.

5--

6--

6--

record.
Last weekend, at the Wooster invitational, both teams emerged victorious. The women literally ran
away with victory, scoring 248
points. Heidleberg was second with

i
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Buy One.
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Get One

weekends the team has faced two
very powerful teams, Denlson and
Ohio State.
Unfortunately both
games were lost bringing this
season's tally to Ml. The injuries of
Fleming in the 5000m run. Also, top players like Jim Applegate and
gaining first place finishes were Steve Romos seemed to plague the
John Taylor in the high hurdles and last half of the season. The score of
John Mead in the high jump. '
the Denlson game was 19-- and the
The progress made by both teams Ohio State game 134. Goalie Ray
week by week is encouraging and Billing has 18 saves Denlson and 8
both seem to be peaking at just the against Ohio State. In the conright time with the conference meet ference Denlson and Ohio Weslyan
being held in 2 weeks at Case are tied for first place.
Oberlin (58), and Westminister (55).
First place finishes for the men included 2 school records: ToddSach
in the 3000m steepe chase and Paul

followed by Alleghany (76).
Oberlin (33), BW (30), and Case
Western (26). First place finishes
included a new school record by Pat-t-i Western
Smanik in the 1500 m (4:99:45),
Holly Alterman in the 100m hurdles,
the 4x100m relay team of Leslie
Davis, Barb Davis, Univer Bukhala
and Stephane Kazmierski; Linda
Stevenson in the 5000m, Kazmierski
in the 400 intermediate hurdles, Lisa
Diamond in the 400m, Smanik in the
800m, and the 1600m relay team of
Kazmierski, Diamond, Halterman
and L. Davies.
The men came away with an im
99
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to be "a long and
frustrating" one according to Coach
Art Marangi.
The past two
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pressive victory defeating Case
Western 111 to 107. In third place
was Heidelburg with 103, followed by
Ohio Northern (73), Alleghany (66).
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Lacrosse

By DARA BEHZADI
Before getting to this week's track
report, this reporter would like to set
the record straight... I goofed!!!
Last issue, it was reported that the
men's track team had a 1 record,
As of this
that was incorrect.
writing, the men have a 2 record.
The women remain perfect with a 0
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Wertz's Weather Watch
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This map represents high temperatures that can be expected
from Friday, May 3 through Sunday, May

5.

LOCAL FORECAST
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Local Forecast: It will be partly
cloudy and mild today with a high
reaching 67 to 72. Tonight promises
to be mostly clear with a low of 42 to
47. The weekend is shaping up well
with variably cloudy skies expected
both Saturday and Sunday. Highs
will range form 67 to 72 on Saturday
and Sunday, with lows both mornings dipping down to the 43 to 48
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Wertz's Forecast
For those students planning to travel home from May
check your area's
weather under the following regions:
Midwest
Great Lakes States (includes Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, West Virginia, New York and Pennsylvania):
Forecast for Friday
There will be a chance of showers over the Michigan
peninsula, southeast Ohio, eastern Kentucky, eastern Tennessee, West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, and New York. Fair conditions should prevail over Wisconsin, lower
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, western Kentucky, western Tennessee, and the northern
of Ohio. High temperatures will range from 51 to 60 across the Michigan peninsula
and extreme northern New York State, 61 to 70 across Wisconsin, lower Michigan, the
northern half of Illinois, Northern Indiana, northern Ohio, northern Pennsylvania and
most of New York State, and 71 to 80 from the southern half of Illinois across southern
Indiana, southern Ohio, southern Pennsylvania, all of Kentucky, Tennessee and West
Virginia. Morning lows will range from 31 to 40 across the upper Great Lakes states and
northern New York to 41 to 50 across the southern Great Lakes states and central and
southern New York. The remainder of the region will have morning lows in the 51 to 60
range.

41
Morning lows will continue to range from 31 to 40 across the upper Great Lakes sti
to 50 across the lower Great Lakes states, and northern Pennsylvania, and 51 to 60 at all
points further south.

Forecast for Saturday
Other than a chance of showers in eastern New York,
eastern Pennsylvania and eastern West Virginia, the remainder of the midwest and
Great Lakes states should have fair weather. High temperatures will reach 51 to 60
across the Michigan peninsula, northern lower Michigan, and northern New York states,
61 to 70 across Wisconsin, lower Michigan, the northern half of Illinois, northern Indiana,
northern Ohio, northern Pennsylvania and most of New York, and 71 to 80 from the
southern portions of Illinois east across the southern portions of Pennsylvania, and all of
West Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee. Morning lows will dip down to 31 to 40 across
the northern Great Lakes states and northern New York to 41 to 50 across the southern
Great Lakes states, southern New York State, and northern Pennsylvania. Lows will
range from 51 to 60 at all locations south of the Great Lakes states.

New England States (includes Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Rhode Island):
There will be a chance of showers across the region. High
Forecast for Friday
temperatures will range from 51 to 60 across northern Vermont, northern New
Hampshire and northern Maine to 61 to 70 elsewhere. Morning lows will range from 31 to
40 in extreme northern New England to 41 to 50 elsewhere.

3-- 5,

two-thir-

The weather should be fair across the Midwest, Great Lakes
Forecast for Sunday
states with just a slight chance of showers or thunderstorms moving into Wisconsin,
Illinois and western Kentucky. High temperatures will once again range from 51 to 60
across the northern Great Lakes states, 61 to 70 across the southern Great Lakes states
and northern Pennsylvania, and 71 to 80 in regions south of the lower Great Lakes states.
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States (includes New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and North
Carolina):
There will be a chance of showers across the entire region.
Forecast for Friday
Highs will range from 51 to 70 in northern New Jersey to 71 to 80 elsewhere. Morning
lows will range from 51 to 60 across the entire region.
Mid-Atlant- ic

Fair weather should prevail with just a slight chance of
Forecast for Saturday
showers in southeast Virginia, and eastern North Carolina. High temperatures will once
again range from 61 to 70 in northern New Jersey to 71 to 80 elsewhere. Morning lows
will range from 51 to 60 across the entire region.
Fair weather should prevail over the entire region. Highs
with morning lows ranging from 51 to 60.

Forecast for Sunday

will range from

71

to

80

Fair weather should prevail in the region. Highs will range
Forecast for Saturday
from 51 to 60 in northern New England and 61 to 70 in southern New England. Lows will
dip down to 31 to 40 in northern portions of the region to 41 to 50 elsewhere.
.

Fair weather should again prevail in the region. High
Forecast for Sunday
temperatures will reach 61 to 70, while morning lows will fall to 38 to 48.

